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 Thalassemia is the inability of the bone marrow to synthesize 

hemoglobin. Blood transfusion and chelation therapy is the treatment for 

beta thalassemia major. However, hyperkalemia is a common side effect 

because stored blood has elevated potassium level. In light of the 

significance of blood transfusion therapy in beta thalassemia major 

patients and the risk of hyperkalemia, this study was carried out in to 

investigate the effect of transfusion therapy on the changes in potassium 

levels, particularly in beta thalassemia major pediatric patients. This 

research was an observational paired numerical analysis conducted to 

evaluate the effect of blood transfusions on plasma potassium levels in 

beta thalassemia major pediatric patients at Hematology Oncology Haji 

Adam Malik Hospital. Blood sampling to test the plasma potassium 

levels was carried out before and one hour after transfusion. Spearman 

correlation test was used to determine whether blood storage and blood 

transfusion volume affected potassium level in the plasma. Paired T-test 

and Wilcoxon tests were used for the correlation analysis. Most research 

subjects (32/44, 72.7%) had increased plasma potassium level after 

transfusions. The mean potassium levels increased from 3.80 mEq/l to a 

mean value of 5.8 mEq/l after blood transfusions. There was a difference 

in potassium level between before and after transfusion (p<0.001). The 

volume of transfused blood did not significantly affect potassium level 

(p = 0.597, r = -0.082). Similarly, the storage time also did not show 

significant relationship with potassium level (p = 0.509, r = -0.102). The 

increase in potassium level in beta thalassemia major was not correlated 

with the volume and storage time of blood transfused. 

 

 

 

   

 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial 4.0 

International License. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Thalassemia is one of the most common hereditary diseases in the world, where the condition is known as 

the inability of the bone marrow to synthesize the protein required to produce hemoglobin [1]. Hemoglobin 

is a red blood cell protein that carries and transports oxygen. Individuals with thalassemia have less 

hemoglobin and red blood cells than healthy individuals causing them to suffer from mild anemia to severe 

anemia [2]. There are both primary and secondary causes of anemia in thalassemia patients. The primary 
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causes include reduced synthesis of hemoglobin A (HbA) and ineffective erythropoiesis, along with the 

destruction of erythrocytes [3]. Whereas, the secondary causes include folic acid deficiency, increased 

intravascular plasma volume leading to hemodilution and erythrocytes destruction by the reticuloendothelial 

system in the spleen and liver [2]. 

 

Beta thalassemia major shows clear clinical manifestations at the age of six to 24 months. Almost all 

children with homozygous and heterozygous beta thalassemia major can exhibit clinical signs from births, 

including growth failure, feeding disorders, recurrent infections, and general weakness. In cases with 

neonates, patients will appear pale and have enlarged spleen or splenomegaly [4]. The treatment for beta 

thalassemia major includes blood transfusions and chelating therapy. Blood transfusions are to treat anemia, 

stop erythropoiesis, and prevent the body from absorbing iron through the digestive system. The treatment 

is given when the patients with no infections have Hb level below 7 g/dl that lasts longer than two weeks. In 

cases when Hb level is above 7 g/dl but patients are exhibiting symptoms, such as changes in facial 

features, stunted growth, and splenomegaly, blood transfusions need to be given [2]. Meanwhile, iron 

chelation therapy aims to maintain the acceptable amounts of iron that accumulates from the blood 

transfusion therapy in the body by the process of chelation [2], [5]. 

 

Child patients receiving adequate blood transfusions will have normal growth and development and spleen 

is usually not palpable. When effective chelation therapy is given, they can go through puberty and continue 

on to a healthy life. However, if chelation therapy is insufficient, iron will progressively accumulate. At the 

first decade, the patients will not be able to have adolescent growth spurt. Moreover, the issues caused by 

iron overload start to manifest, such as hepatic, endocrine, and cardiac complications [2]. 

 

In blood transfusion therapy, it is crucial to check the expiration date on the blood bags because after 21 

days, electrolytes in blood will undergo structural and chemical changes that may lead to other 

complications [6]. Hyperkalemia, means elevated potassium, is a common side effect of transfusions from 

blood stored in blood storage facilities. The supernatant of stored red blood cells (RBCs) usually contains 

over 60 mEq/L of potassium. Potassium levels in stored blood rise due to decreased adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP) production and potassium leakage into the supernatant. Hyperkalemia is predisposed by high 

potassium concentrations in the stored blood and the condition becomes one of the most significant 

electrolyte abnormalities that can induce cardiac arrhythmias [5]. Normal potassium is between the range of 

3.5 and 5.5 mmol/L and when the patients’ readings are higher than what is considered to be within the 

normal range, they are diagnosed with hyperkalemia. Severe hyperkalemia is often characterized as 

potassium serum/plasma being above 6.5 – 7.0 mmol/L and associated with a risk of cardiac arrhythmias 

[7]. [8] reported 16 patients, consisted of 11 adults and 5 children, who had cardiac arrest with 

hyperkalemia during RBCs transfusions with 12.5% survival rate. 

 

According to the research by [9], there was a positive linear relationship between potassium intake from 

RBCs transfusions and the changes in plasma potassium levels in the overall research population. Changes 

in blood pH affect the changes in plasma potassium after RBCs transfusions as acidosis and alkalosis that 

transfer potassium into the cells. In light of the significance of blood transfusion therapy in beta thalassemia 

major patients and the risk of hyperkalemia, this study was carried out in to investigate the effect of RBCs 

transfusions on the changes in plasma potassium levels, particularly in beta thalassemia major pediatric 

patients. 

 

2. Methodology 

This research was an observational paired numerical analysis to evaluate the effect of RBCs transfusions on 
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plasma potassium levels in beta thalassemia major pediatric patients at Hematology Oncology Haji Adam 

Malik Hospital one-day care from September 2020 to January 2021. The research was directed as a cohort 

design study by examining plasma potassium levels in the research populations before and after RBCs 

transfusions. 

 

2.1 Research Subjects 

Research subjects in this study were pediatric patients with beta thalassemia major aged between 1 and 18 

years old whose parents provided consent to be involved in the research by signing informed consent form. 

Patients with other conditions, such as decreased renal function, that may be risk factors for hyperkalemia 

condition were excluded from the research. The following equation (1) was used to determine the sample 

size needed to test the hypothesis, such as RBCs transfusions affected plasma potassium levels in beta 

thalassemia major patients, on a single population [10]: 

 

𝑛 = (
(𝑍𝛼+𝑍𝛽) 𝑠

𝒳1−𝒳2
) (1) 

 

The minimum sample size obtained from the formula was 44 subjects, where n equals to the minimum 

number of sample, Zα is the standard alpha level of 5% for hypothesis test, which is equal to 1.64, Zβ is the 

standard beta level of 20%, which is equal to 0.84, X1- X2 is the minimum difference in potassium levels 

deemed significant before and after blood transfusions, such as 1.5 [11], and S in the standard deviation of 

potassium levels before and after blood transfusions, such as 4 [11]. 

 

2.2 Procedure 

Data, such as gender and age, of the research subjects were recorded. Blood sampling to test the plasma 

potassium levels of all the research subjects were carried out before RBCs transfusions and repeated one 

hour after the transfusions. Other data related to the RBCs, such as blood transfusion volume, blood storage 

period, and number of blood bags given to the patients, were recorder for analysis purposes. 

 

2.3 Red Blood Cell Transfusion 

The procedure of providing or transferring blood from one person (donor) to another is known as blood 

transfusion (recipient). RBCs transfusions are given when Hb level is below 7 g/dl. However, blood 

transfusions need to be given to patients even with Hb level between 7.0 and 10.0 g/dl if clinically and/or 

laboratory significant hypoxia or hypoxemia is discovered [4]. Blood transfusion volume is the amount of 

blood given to the recipients as needed, which was determined from the calculation as follow [(Delta Hb 

(target Hb – current Hb) x body weight x 4]. 

 

Red blood cell transfusions use stored blood, which is blood that has been anticoagulated using citrate-

phosphate-dextrose solution with adenine (CPDA) and kept in the blood bank at 1-6oC before being given 

to the patients. The length of blood storage was measured from the moment blood is received by the 

transfusion unit until blood is given to the patient. The dates when blood is received by the transfusion unit 

are stated on the blood bags. Blood is usually kept in storage for 4 day and up to 14 days. 

 

2.4 Plasma Potassium Level Test 

Plasma potassium level determined in this study was based on the concentration of potassium in the 

extracellular fluid, where the normal range is between 3.5 and 5.5 mmol/L. The concentration above that 

range was considered hyperkalemia condition.7 Plasma potassium levels were examined before and after 

RBCs transfusions and the data were analyzed for any changes to determine the relationship between RBCs 
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transfusions and plasma potassium levels. 

 

2.5 Data Analysis 

Data collected were processed and analyzed using the statistical package for the social sciences (SPSS) 

version 17. The characteristics of research sample were described using a univariate analysis. Spearman 

correlation test was used to determine whether blood storage and blood transfusion volume affected 

potassium level in the plasma. The differences in hemoglobin and potassium levels after RBCs transfusions 

were evaluated by paired T-test for normal distribution; however, if data were not normally distributed, they 

were evaluated using Wilcoxon test. The statistical analysis used P < 0.05 significance level and 95% 

confidence interval. 

 

2.6 Ethical Consideration 

Consent was obtained from the parents or guardians of the research subjects to be involved in this research, 

including the consent to blood sampling for full blood count and potassium level test before and after RBCs 

transfusion procedure. This research has obtained research approval by the Research Ethics Committee 

Universitas Sumatera Utara and Haji Adam Malik Hospital Medan (No. 761/KEP USU/2020). 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1 Research Subjects Demographic Characteristic 

There were 44 children with beta thalassemia major included in this research. Over half of the research 

subjects (24/44, 54.5%) were female. The median age of the research subjects was 9.40 years old, with the 

youngest age of 2 years old and the oldest age of 17 years old. Blood was averagely stored for 17.1 days 

(SD = 15.03 days). The median volume of blood transfused to the patients were 150 ml, with the least of 

100 ml blood transfused and the most blood transfused was 175 ml. The demographic characteristic of the 

research subjects is presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Demographic data of the research subjects 

Demographic Characteristic n = 44 

Gender, n (%)  

   Male 24 (54.5) 

   Female  20 (45.5) 

Age, years  

   median (min-max) 8 (2 – 17) 

Blood storage time, days  

   Average (SD)  17.1 (15.03) 

RBC blood volume, ml  

   median (min-max) 150 (100 – 175) 

 

3.2 Potassium Level Before and After RBCs Transfusion 

The median value of potassium level before blood transfusion was 3.80 mEq/l (SD = 0.41 mEq/l). 

Potassium levels increased after blood transfusion to a mean value of 5.8 mEq/l. The analysis by using 

Wilcoxon test showed difference in potassium level between before and after RBCs transfusion (p<0.001). 

The plasma potassium level before and after blood transfusion is presented in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Potassium level before and after RBCs transfusion 
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Parameter Before Transfusion After Transfusion p 

Potassium, mEq/l    

  Median (min-max)  3.8 (2.7 – 4.6) 5.8 (3.2 – 8.8) <0.001 

Wilcoxon 

 

Most research subjects (32/44, 72.7%) experienced increase in plasma potassium level after RBCs 

transfusions. There were 8 (18.2) patients from 44 patients who experienced decrease in potassium levels, 

while only 4 (9.1%) out of 44 research subjects who did not experience any changes in the potassium level. 

Based on the delta value of potassium levels between before and after transfusion, the median value was 

1.80 mEq/l. The frequency distribution of potassium is presented in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Potassium level frequency distribution 

Potassium Level  n = 44 

Increased, n (%) 32 (72.7) 

Decreased, n (%) 8 (18.2) 

No changes, n (%) 4 (9.1) 

Average (SD), mEq/l 1.80 (1.79) 

 

3.3 Blood Transfusion Volume and Storage Time on Potassium Levels 

Most research subjects with beta thalassemia major were given routine RBCs transfusions with an average 

volume of 100 ml and up to 175 ml per transfusion. The volume of transfused blood did not significantly 

affect potassium level, where Spearman correlation test provided p = 0.597, r = -0.082 for the relationship 

between the volume of blood transfused and the changes in potassium level. Similarly, the storage time also 

did not show significant relationship with potassium level, where p = 0.509, r = -0.102. The blood was 

averagely kept for 7.16 days (SD = 5.03) (Table 4). 

 

Table 4. Blood transfusion volume and blood storage time on potassium level 

 Potassium Level Changes 

Parameter r p 

Blood transfusion volume -0,082 0,597 

Blood storage time -0,102 0,509 

Spearman 

 

4. Discussion 

The most abundant cation in the body is potassium (K+), such as at 3500 mmol or 139 g in the body, and 

98% of the cation is stored in the intracellular fluid in the body [7]. Therefore, the intracellular potassium 

concentration is around 145 mEq/l and leaving potassium at the extracellular fluid around 4 – 5 mEq/l 

(about 2%) [12]. The concentration of potassium in the extracellular above the range considered normal 

results in hyperkalemia condition [7]. Hyperkalemia, means elevated potassium, is a common side effect of 

transfusions from blood stored in blood storage facilities. The supernatant of stored red blood cells (RBCs) 

usually contains over 60 mEq/L of potassium. The condition is predisposed by high potassium 

concentrations in the stored blood [5]. This research reported an increase in potassium levels in the research 

subjects after RBCs transfusions, bringing a significant relationship between blood transfusions and 

potassium levels in patients with beta thalassemia major (p < 0.001). 

 

The main factor affecting the changes in plasma potassium after RBCs transfusions is the changes in pH, as 
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acidosis and alkalosis conditions transport potassium in and out the cells [9]. The volume and rate of blood 

transfused are variables linked to the elevated potassium levels. However, the transfusion volume may be a 

weak link to the changes in potassium levels, where Larasati and Riza (2019) reported r value of -0.173 for 

transfused blood volume on potassium level changes [11]. Similarly, this research also reported a non-

significant relationship between the volume of blood transfused and potassium changes, with p = 0.597, r = 

-0.082. The rate of blood transfusion was not included as the variable assessed in this study. 

 

Blood component will alter during the storage period, especially erythrocytes that will significantly change 

along with the length of storage [13]. The purpose of red cell storage is to preserve the viability and 

function of erythrocytes by reducing the metabolic activity in cells. Packed red cells are stored at 2-6°C for 

21 to up to 42 days depending on the anticoagulant-preservative solution used [14]. The anticoagulant used 

in the stored blood has shown a 10-fold increase in potassium values over one to 42 days due to the 

decrease in RBCs survival and viability, as well as increase in erythrocyte fragility and deformability [15]. 

Therefore, during storage, the erythrocytes may experience a number of biochemical, biomechanical, and 

immunological changes that make them less likely to survive or function normally [14]. 

 

The increase in potassium levels is one of the biochemical changes brought on by the damage during 

storage. Temperature has a significant impact on the Na+/K+-ATPase pump activity. The pump becomes 

inactive at 4°C, forces potassium to leave the cells, and allows sodium to enter. Therefore at 2-6°C blood 

storage condition, intracellular potassium leaks into the plasma. The phenomenon continues until the 

packed red cells are transfused [14]. 

 

In this research, the length of blood stored did not significantly correlate with the changes in potassium 

levels (p = 0.509, r = -0,102). The blood was averagely kept for 7.16 days (SD = 5.03). [16] reported the 

increase in potassium level in stored blood, where on the fifth day to eleventh day of storage, the potassium 

level increased from 4.6 mmol/l to 14.3 mmol/l. Moreover, after 21 days, the potassium level rose to 24.6 

mmol/ (p = 0.068). Similarly, the study by [17] reported a significant increase in potassium level, from 4.2 

± 0.4 mEq/l on day 0 to 15.2 ± 0.7 mEq/l on day 21. During storage and while waiting to be transfused, 

stored blood undergoes a number of physical and metabolic changes. On day 14, there was a drop in ATP 

and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate and decrease in pH, which results in the production of lactate. Normally, the 

kidneys will buffer the lactate produced to prevent it from having a significant impact on the pH system. 

However, the packed red cells units do not have a similar buffering potential causing the pH in blood to 

drop and negatively impacted the recipients [16]. As a result, lysis occurs and releases potassium to the 

plasma [7]. Cell lysis increases as blood is being stored awaiting transfusion [16]. In this research, the blood 

given to the research subjects was stored for far less than 14 days, providing insignificant relationship 

between storage time and potassium level. 

 

Routine blood transfusions become one of the therapies for patients with beta thalassemia major. However, 

due to high serum potassium levels in stored RBCs, they have to be cautiously used for transfusion therapy. 

Education and regulations on blood transfusion therapy, especially regarding the timing of blood 

transfusions following blood donation, are crucial. It is very important to also acknowledge the risk of 

arrhythmia with the increased in potassium level in blood. Moreover, it is also necessary to review the 

assessment method for potassium levels in the body, particularly in beta thalassemia major patients 

receiving regular blood transfusion therapy, to prevent any risks that may occur from receiving packed red 

cells transfusions. 

 

This research is the first in North Sumatra to evaluate long-term blood storage intended for blood 
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transfusion therapy and its correlation with potassium levels. However, there were several factors 

disregarded that may affect the potassium levels of patients receiving blood transfusion, such as potassium 

levels of the blood donors and patients diet that may be high in potassium. Although, there was an increase 

in the potassium levels of most research subjects after blood transfusion, echocardiography was not carried 

out to observe the risk of arrhythmia from hyperkalemia. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The plasma potassium level increased after the blood transfusion therapy (p<0.001). The increase in 

potassium level in patients was not correlated with blood transfusion volume and blood storage time 
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